2016 3rd Quarter Update
CloverCroft
Dearest Family and Friends,
We hope this finds you all in good health and spirits!
CloverCroft and Environs
When last we spoke, the flowers were sprouting and the bugs were cavorting in the gardens. Well,
that continued unabated all summer, each flowering plant peaking and then making way for
another species to peak, and even now, in early October, the sunflowers and sedums are in bloom!
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And the bugs continued their….well, activities, all summer. It got quite crowded at times on each
flowering plant, whether it was all the same species doing unspeakable things,

or a mix of bug types!
See the white spider below capturing the
wasp!
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Construction - We are busy here at CloverCroft. I struggled for a long while on the back stairs –
designing every imaginable scenario to try to fit a code compliant set of steps inside the house, to
replace the steep and dangerous existing stairs, in the space we have, but in the end I said “screw
it,” and we tore out the old stairs, generating some small amount of space upstairs, and a neat
work room for me downstairs,
Before
After

and we replaced a window upstairs with a door and built a code compliant set of steps up the
outside of the house - and now we even have this awesome deck to look out over the lawn!
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I can sit up there now and supervise Ri when she is working on the vast yard. “Hey, you missed a
branch!”
or star gaze, literally.

Decorating – We finally got the front hallway cleared out and some furniture rearranged. Pictures
were hung in no particular order, on nails already there in the walls. Other rooms are still heaped
with boxes and un-hung pix, and you can see an extension cord in one picture as many rooms
have no grounded outlets. And some other rooms, like this guest bedroom are coming together,
thanks to craigslist.
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Lawn In California, I had always looked at lawns as some sort of criminal activity – requiring obscene
amounts of water to grow, needing chemicals to look good, requiring mowing with polluting
engines, and then just throwing away the clippings! Now look at us! Merrily tooting around on
our John Deere Lawn Tractor! Wheee!

I must admit though, it is a pleasure to look at a fresh mowed lawn – such orderliness.
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Farmland –
As a reminder of where we live, we are right at the very edge of the White Mountains. Here, in
this view west, our house is on the far right and you can see the mountains, which get much
higher to the west and north, generating some weather.

And here is the view from our mailbox, SE out over the floodplain of the Saco River, looking at
rich farmland.
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Our neighbors include a number of non-human species. Below left, across the street, and right, a
few hundred yards down the road.

Here, the commercially grown flowers across the street at Sherman Farm.
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And here a view out across a golden field of corn.

Stuff just explodes out of the ground here, which has us contemplating growing our own crop,
and maybe next update we’ll have pix of us planting garlic! (which sounds to be a good cash crop,
but has to go in the ground after the first frosts, which we are currently experiencing!)
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Silo In an effort to maintain the silo, I dug out all the silage from inside it by hand, and then cleaned
and rustoleumed the bottom part, inside and out. I still need to do some work to make sure this
giant metal structure doesn’t rust and fall down! I took this selfie of me digging it out.

We had more rainbows this summer. I love my silo. Someday I shall paint it!
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Apparently other folks admire it too, as we had a bride and groom en route to their wedding stop
by, having noticed the farm, and soon enough they were inside the silo taking pix! Yes, indeed, we
did squeeze that beautiful young lady and her wedding gown through a small opening into the silo!
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Awesome Tool!
As part of a larger deal, I now own a Bobcat tractor! Here it is on a trailer with the four
attachments it came with - a bucket, a grapple bucket, a hammer breaker and a plow blade. Sweet!
I have been kicking butt with it here pushing stuff around, carrying loads, grabbing big piles of
brush and moving them around.
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Finding the Edges
There has been much discovery going on here. Just where does CloverCroft stop and the forest
begin, for example. Using the blade of the Bobcat I scraped off the lawn which had overgrown
this expanse of concrete and Voila! We now have a place to shoot hoops. Sweet!
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Glass House
The little greenhouse was pretty much overgrown. Dense bushes around it, and even inside it.
When I cleaned out the interior I discovered numerous snake skins, so I knew I had to take bold
action. I dug and searched for the edges of the concrete pad, rebuilt the parts that had slid away,
eliminated any places snakes could hide, put in a drain, and sealed all the cracks. Then as usual
with me, the glass house itself became the objet d’art.

Here at sunrise and there beneath the Milky Way by the light of a single candle.
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Pete and Ri - And I continue to snap pix of CloverCroft, from every angle.
I love the “big sky” effect out here where we aren’t closed in by buildings, trees or mountains.

This is how things look now – leaves turning brilliant colors and falling off.
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The view from out behind the barn.

We are currently converting this penned in area to our garlic beds.
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The view from inside my Bobcat.

We hike and Ri displays her green thumb – we ate soooo many tomatoes this summer!
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And I am just a raggedy man, in muck boots, few teeth, and working all the time! On Labor Day,
when everyone else was out having fun, I did chores and was thinking – “OMG, I am becoming
my father!”, a man who never stopped working, and never had time for recreational-type activities.

It is that wondrous time of year now, though, and Ri and I got in some “leaf peeping!”
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More on foliage in the next update. We are doing a great deal of wood cutting, splitting and
storing for winter, but I will cover that whole process in the next update, too. Here, Gerry, the
arborist, and his assistant Spike, are bringing down the big black cherry tree, which had grown
dangerous and was threatening the house and the power lines.

Friends
Andrea, Taffy, Almon, Peter, and so many others…we apologize for being here a whole year and
not entertaining yet! We all deserve a whole bunch of relaxed get-togethers!
We did manage a lunch here with the Earl brothers, some of whom I had not seen for decades.
We grew up basically next door to each other and have since lived all over the world, and it so
happened we were all in the same place at the same time. We are missing, Tom, the fourth Earl
bro’, in the pic below, who is a local farmer and had chores to do that day! (Hmm, note to self..)
Peter, one of our BFFs from college, called on my birthday, and reminded us that Ri had left him
a plant in 1981 when we left New Hampshire, and that he still had it! and had recently moved it
to a bigger pot and taken some parts for his own plantings and was going to return it! Amazing.
We were so happy and surprised to see them both after sooooo long!
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Jaffrey House
We sold the Jaffrey house on craigslist. People have asked me why we sold it – well, because it
was freakin’ haunted! Every time we’d turn around there would be ghouls lurking, like here under
the stairs!

Even having ghoul picnics on our lawn!

HaHa! Actually, the person who bought the house is a professional haunter, runs a big haunting
operation, you can see his logo on the pix, and the first thing he did was get some of his actors
over to the house for a photo shoot!
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The Rest of the Fambly
Aibor and Arri are still in Santa Barbara, attending classes, working, and in this pic visiting with
their two cousins! – Gina (Jiedine’s mom), who is here from India (and will soon be here at
CloverCroft!) and Susan, who lives in Beverly Hills. And that is Susan’s 20-year-old daughter.

Bolti is learning to play keyboard and guitar at music academy, and competed in his first singing
competition on the radio, singing a song he wrote himself! We are so proud of Bolti for being
brave enough to chase his dreams! Suklang continues to get her tutoring from Abul and is doing
very well in school, and she grows more adorable every day! She becomes a teenager next month!
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Bapyn and Daphi are in Class 11 at Women’s College, living in an all-girls hostel in Shillong. Here
are pics of them dressed in their traditional costumes during College Week. I think I said this last
update, but it bears repeating - aren’t they extraordinarily lovely?!

And here is a pic of them with their hostel mates making scary faces at me after they saw the scary
bug pix in my last update! HaHa! They aren’t too scary though – they are all adorable!
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Abul has a new desk job! Doesn’t she look professional and up to the task! Makes me want to go
have her interview me for…well…anything! Just want to sit across the desk from her! In
addition, she continues her tutoring and her work with her church.

Lorraine is teaching and attending classes, and posing like a rock star – she is good at that.
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Rebecca, sweet Rebecca, lost her husband to illness, and has had a rough time. But she is the
strongest, hardest working person that I know, and utterly devoted to her children, so she will
recover. Watch out world when she does! Her daughter had an 11th birthday, and I think her teeshirt pretty much sums up what we all think of Rebecca and her delightful family!

Jiedine and my aunt, Tante Uschi. Jiedine is in Shillong, choosing a school in which to pursue her
Master’s. She has numerous opportunities in India, but would prefer to go to a school in the US
or Europe. My aunt, in her nineties, is still the same, sharp as a tack, and lives only a few miles
away. She and Jiedine have become pen pals!!
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Miksang!
One cold morning I found all the bees asleep in the sunflowers. Here’s one’s shadow.

And here are some lichens/fungi. I think I have shown you these before, but I put something
next to them this time for scale, and am amazed at how they don’t seem to change, or they are
growing at some slow geologic rate!
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Smoke
So I was out in my silo naked one day burning some incense and watching the smoke,
and…..What? You don’t have a silo to hang out in naked?.....Oh, so sorry you don’t all have
silos!......They really do provide wonderful space for hanging around. Surely though you all have
your own special spaces to hang out naked in, right?......Watching smoke?......No!? Or “Not so
much” you say?.....Oh, gee, I thought everyone did that…..Hmmmm, you’re looking at me funny.

You know, it’s good that we have these talks every so often, so I can know where I am on the
normal-abnormal curve.
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So! (clears throat) Anyhoooo, let’s just say I was in the silo one day and I noticed how it was a
perfect setting to observe smoke – intense shafts of light highlighting the smoke from behind, and
dark Stygian recesses providing a perfectly black background. And very gentle air movements, if
any. Here are a couple of examples where you can see the incense stick,

and here, from my catalog (now of thousands) of images, is a sampling.
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These are not long exposures. In fact, just the opposite, shot at very high shutter speeds.
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Now, before you assume that these colors are manipulated, let me say that these really are the
colors made by the light and smoke. And the colors have everything to do with the angle of the
light hitting the smoke and my angle of view. Below I am manipulating the colors!
Here’s the original and
these are false colors.

The original

and the false colors,

the original

and the false color.
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And, of course, one incense stick leads to several sticks
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I call this one, a “bouquet” of smoke flowers. Here, each of the smoke trails from the four
incense sticks seemed to have a mind of its own!

And then the natural progression is to add other subjects into the smoke: Interesting shapes,
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icons,
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and, eventually, the natural progression leads inexorably to the nude human form - one of the
most wondrous, most painted, carved and photographed shapes in all of nature - to be draped, to
be sensually wrapped, in nothing but evanescent whispers of smoke, and so……what’s that?
We’re out of time?! Oh, and I was just getting to the nudes! Oh well, maybe next time then!
Much love to you all. Let us know how and what you are doing!

The Jeschkes
PS: Why aren’t we in India? Good question! I wish I had an answer…..I suppose, as good an
answer as any would be: As Tumbleweeds, the wind must blow a certain direction for a certain
period of time at a certain velocity, before we can overcome inertia and take off; and no one can
command the wind!
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